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A world without data storage is like a mankind without memory.  Thanks to various information storage methods developed in the last 22,000  years, we are able to document our history, to learn from each other's  experience, and, ultimately, to create the world as it is today.

The future of computing is dependent on how well the enormous  amount of generated information will be managed. But which technology will be  used in the future to store new knowledge and experiences? Will we use  holographic storage? Or store data by moving single atoms? Or will data be  stored via the Internet on huge storage servers 10,000 miles away from your  home? Or will the more traditional magnetic and optical recording technologies  survive for the next 10 to 50 years? It is hard to guess. The amount of data we  have generated so far is small compared to what is coming tomorrow.

The purpose of this book is to provide a practical guide and an  easy reference for the majority of computer users and technical professionals.  Whether you are a beginner or an experienced PC user, you will find here some  useful information on computer storage systems design, selection, and  technology.

The focus of this book is on the various types of computer  storage devices: hard disk drive, DVD, CD, removable media storage systems (such  as Zip, Jaz, etc.), RAID, and others. The book also discusses interfacing  storage with a computer via IDE, SCSI, USB, FireWire, and other interface  protocols. A possible future of the Web storage will also be addressed as an  alternative storage technology.

Special chapters will discuss selection of storage systems for  your computer and will deal with accidental data loss. An extensive glossary of  PC data storage terms will complete the book. At the very end, references for  further learning and a deeper understanding of the discussed subjects will be  provided.

This book is not intended to be a "nuts-and-bolts" textbook.  Also, by no means can it be a complete guide to a subject that is evolving  continuously. Even now, as I write these words, new ideas are being born, new  technologies are being invented, new companies are being started to surprise  others with the newest, hottest storage product.

Instead, this book tries to serve as an essential guide to the  computer storage technology of today, and even  sometimes makes a short-term prediction of the  future.
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jQuery Game Development EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Your knowledge of JavaScript and jQuery is just about all you need to start creating some stunning browser-based games. This guide shows you how, from the basics to advanced techniques. Whatever the genre, this is the book for you.


	Overview

	
		Discover how you can create a fantastic RPG, arcade game, or...
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Parallel Programming with Co-arrays (Chapman & Hall/CRC Computational Science)CRC Press, 2018

	
		Parallel Programming with Co-Arrays describes the basic techniques used to design parallel algorithms for high-performance, scientific computing. It is intended for upper-level undergraduate students and graduate students who need to develop parallel codes with little or no previous introduction to parallel...
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Microsoft .NET Framework Security (One Off)Premier Press, 2002
Today, computing is dynamic and global. It is no longer practical to input or access data from a single computer. Microsoft .NET Framework allows you to use the same data for various digital devices. However, accessibility can lead to breaches in security. Therefore, this platform also provides several mechanisms for administrators and...
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concrete5 Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	The concrete5 Beginner's Guide will show you how to get up and running with concrete5 as quickly and painlessly as possible. Taking you from installation to deployment, this is the only reference that you will need for creating your new concrete5 site.


	By using a number of real-world examples, as well as taking you through the...
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Competitive MINDSTORMS: A Complete Guide to Robotic Sumo using LEGO(r) MINDSTORMSApress, 2004

	WHEN DAVID CONTACTED ME to ask about writing the foreword for his MINDSTORMS

	book, my first thought was, ·~other book about LEGO robotics-is there still something

	to write about it?" In fact, the shelves of the bookstores now offer a wide selection

	of books about building robots with the LEGO MINDSTORMS system. Many of...
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Active Directory, 3rd EditionO'Reilly, 2006
Working with Microsoft's network directory service for the first time can be a headache for system and network administrators, IT professionals, technical project managers, and programmers alike. This authoritative guide is meant to relieve that pain. Instead of going through the graphical user interface screen by screen,...
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